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1 of 1 review helpful Critique of Western Philosophy and Social Theory By Art Mones Ph D David Sprintzen has put 
forward his magnum opus Critique of Western Philosophy and Social Theory This is a brilliant book the scope of 
which spans thehistory of Western based philosophy religion evolution modern physics psychology sociology and 
politics Sprintzen deftly wraps his mind and soul around these diverse fie The existential drama at the heart of the 
modern world is the result of a truly cataclysmic transformation in our institutions and modes of belief It rivals in 
scope and significance if it does not surpass the transformation occasioned by the Scientific Revolution of the 
sixteenth and seventeenth century Few can still doubt even if they do not yet appreciate the comprehensive and global 
scope of this Second Scientific Revolution Our fundamental modes of th A surprisingly broad yet detailed tour of the 
history of ideas of the development of consciousness self consciousness and freedom of the development and functions 
of individuals and social relationships and of the evolution of human nature from pre human 
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